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“Reach higher for stars lie hidden in you.
Dream deep for every dream precedes the
goal”
Rabindranath Tagore.
Swarnima Luthra
Principal
ASN Sr. Sec. School

Confidence, an urge to never give up and an undying belief in ones abilities are the
main elements to turn ones dream into realities. We at ASN provide learning
environment and opportunities to the students to recognize their aptitudes and inner
abilities through a wealth of programs which help them carve a home for themselves in
any global grid.
Well planned and with an optimum blend of modern pedagogies, the learners inherit
the skill to learn through enquiry and reason, to develop vital personal and social
values which transform them into an adaptive, responsive and humane individual. We
value igniting the spark of creativity and curiosity in our learners.
I extend my heartiest congratulations to all the achievers who had brought accolades
and laurels to school in the field of scholastic and co- scholastic activities. My greatest
appreciation always has been working with my team of dynamic teachers who always
are thriving with innovative teaching strategies to make teaching learning an enriching
experience that make ASN a “Great Place to Grow”. I strongly believe that parental
involvement in a child’s education process along with a healthy and regular interaction
with the teacher and the taught ensures a healthy and happy learning. This partnership
is highly valued at ASN.
I welcome and value your contribution to excellence in education and look forward to
working with you and your children towards moulding them into responsible
global
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From Co-ordinator’s Office

‘Success is the sum of small efforts,

repeated day in and day out’.
Sushma Kalia
Coordinator
Dear parents
I am extremely privileged to share with you all that the School has been working for
many years in order to foster the young minds to be matured into empowered
Innovators and kind, helpful human beings.
The School has made every effort to unlock the store house of creative genius
through academic as well as co-curricular activities in each and every child. The
wheel of excellence and continual progress have been steered with values and
conventions as its fulcrum, quality education, constant improvement in
infrastructural, educational technology in teaching and learning processes have been
constant throughout our journey of development.
I consider myself to be fortunate to work with many dedicated innovative and
caring staff members, parents and students. Each day is filled with new
experiences, learning for all and the ability to make someone's day better.
Our newsletter is an amalgamation of the wonderful work done by the talented in
ASNites. Hope you enjoy reading it.
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ASSEMBLIES
BE JUST AND RIGHTEOUS

A magnetic and spellbinding assembly was conducted on the 17th of
July 2019 in the school on the topic “Be just & righteous”. The
assembly, through its amazing dance, motivating singing and inspiring
skit, glued all its spectators to their seats.
NELSON MANDELA DAY

The birth anniversary of Nelson Mandela was celebrated on the 18th
of July 2019 in the school. The life of Nelson Mandela was so
beautifully enacted and presented by the students that the audience
was left awestruck. It was an inspiring and motivational presentation.
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SOLDIERS-THE PRIDE OF OUR NATION

An inspiring and commendable assembly on the topic “Soldiers-Our
pride” was conducted in the school on 30th of July. Every child,
dressed as a soldier, was inducing a sense of respect and patriotism in
the viewers.
INQUILAB ZINDABAD

“A hypnotic performance would be an appropriate title for the class
assembly of VII-B which was held on the 8th of August 2019. With the
theme “Quit India Day”, the students of the class gave such an
enthralling and appealing performance that no one could take their
eyes off the stage.
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BHARAT -EK SWARN BHOOMI

On the 12th of August, the assembly on the topic “Bharat-Ek Swarn
bhoomi” was conducted with full fervour and enthusiasm, depicting
the martyrdom and struggle of the Indian soldiers for getting
independence. The assembly not only entertained the spectators but
also evoked a sense of patriotism in everyone.

FIT INDIA, HIT INDIA

The students of class VII-F with an aim to edify everyone about “FIT
INDIA; HIT INDIA”, exhibited their talent through a mesmerizing
assembly on the 28th of August. The event comprised of a beautiful
Saraswati Vandana, encouraging thoughts and an informative skit
embellished with a stimulating dance performance.
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THINK BEYOND PINK AND BLUE

On the 11th instant, class VII E of the middle wing of the school
presented an enthralling and enlightening assembly on the topic
”THINK BEYOND PINK AND BLUE”. The programme gave the
spectators a beautiful insight of the way society should be focused on
giving the right of equality to all the people; especially girls.

SPEAK FOR ONE WITHOUT VOICE

Students put up their concern towards this grave issue by conducting
a special assembly on the theme “ Speak for the one without voice“.
The day began with a melodious and a thoughtful rendition sung by
the school choir on “ Save earth” followed by a thought provoking skit.
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SWACCH DIWALI, SWASTH DIWALI

On the auspicious occasion of Diwali, a beautiful assembly was
presented by the students reflecting the ways to celebrate a safe and
green Diwali.
ONE FOR ALL; ALL FOR ONE

On the 1st November 2019, a power-packed assembly on the topic
"one for all; all for one" was conducted to mark the National
Integration Day. To begin with, an informative video discussing the
hazards and safety measures of pollution, was shown and masks were
also distributed to the students to keep pollution at bay. Masks were
also distributed to the students (as per the Government orders) after
the assembly, to keep them safe from inhaling the pollutants.
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EDUCATION -THE SEED OF HOPE

On the 8th November 2019, an enthralling and entertaining assembly
was presented by the students of Middle Wing on the significant
occasion of "National Education Day".
WAR IS EXPENSIVE; PEACE IS PRICELESS

A great and enlightening assembly on the topic “War is expensive;
peace is priceless” was conducted on the 19th of November, 2019 which
promoted the idea of peace and non-violence in the society.
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CHILDREN’S DAY

On the 20th November, an astounding assembly on the theme
"childhood-the wonder years" was conducted in the school on the
occasion of 'World Children's Day'
The wondrous event started with welcoming the prestigious guests –
from different states of India under communal exchange programme.

LET THE SON RISE

A spellbinding assembly on the topic “let the son rise” on the 29th of
November in the school reflecting the importance of educating the
males of the society to be sensitive and respectful towards the other
genders.
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NOT ABLED BUT SUPER ABLED

A motivating assembly on the theme "not abled but super abled" was
conducted on the 13th December to salute the undying spirit of
specially abled people. The assembly depicting the plight, struggle and
conquests of the specially abled people was so thought-kindling that
the spectators couldn't control their emotions and showed their
appreciation through unstoppable applaud.

BLESSINGS GALORE

The second last assembly of the Middle Wing, depicting the new
beginning and hopes, was conducted on 20th December on the topic
"Blessing Galore".
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The programme started with a tribute to Jesus Christ and a superb
band performance. A superlative narrative skit followed afterwards
which not only briefed the spectators of Jesus's birth story; but also
mesmerized everyone with its scintillating presentation.
GRATITUDE IS THE BEST ATTITUDE

The last assembly of 2019-20 was conducted on the 27th of
December,2019. It emphasized on the importance of the presence of
elderly people in our lives.

INVESTITUTURE CEREMONY
---

The investiture ceremony for the session 2019-20 was conducted on the
3rd August, to confer the titles and duties to the selected members of
the Prefectorial board.
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ACTIVITIES
DOCTOR’S DAY

The school celebrated National Doctor’s Day on 1st July 2019 to pay
tribute to the physicians who impact our lives positively.

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY

International yoga day was observed in the lush lawns of the school
on 5th July with the active participation of students, faculty and
staff. Students were enlightened about the scientific relevance of
Yoga and its benefits.
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NELSON MANDELA INTERNATIONAL DAY

The school celebrated “UN Nelson Mandela International day” on 18th
July to mark the 101st birth anniversary of first black president of
South Africa, Nelson Mandela.
As a mark of respect for this great leader, the students participated in
a plethora of activities like bookmark making, slogan writing, poster
making in the zero period.
GLOBAL TIGER’s DAY

The school celebrated ‘Global Tiger’s Day' emphasizing on the
importance of Tiger’s Conservation. It was a week-long celebration
comprising of the activities like 3D mask-making, bookmark
making,
poster
making,
reusable-bags-making
and
slogan/article/poetry writing.
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FETE ON INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR GIRL CHILD

A colorful fete, in collaboration with District Magistrate (East Delhi)
and Delhi Legal Services Authority, was organized in the school on the
occasion of International Girl Child Day.
GANDHI- EK SOCH

To pay tribute to Mahatma Gandhi on his 150th birthday, the school
organized an ‘Interschool literary and cultural Fest’ in which more
than 100 schools, from all over India, participated.
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK

National Wildlife Week was observed by the school to sensitize
everyone to protect innocent and voiceless animals. The event
witnessed a “week-long active participation” in the activities, like
making of 3d masks, recycled paper bags, windchimes, giftboxes,
posters with slogans; pot decoration, article-writing and poetry
writing.

NATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK

To commemorate the birth anniversary of Maulana Abdul Kalam
Azad, the school conducted week-long activities to instil the value of
education in children. Essays and posters with slogans were written on
the occasion to authenticate the same.
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CAMPAIGN FOR EDUCATION

A rally was organised on the occasion of “National Education Day” in
and around the vicinity of the school premises to appeal to everyone
to teach at least one child/person in their lifetime.

RALLY TO PROMOTE POLLUTION -FREE SOCIETY

On 25th October, a rally was organised by the school on the occasion
of Diwali where several schools from Delhi and NCR participated to
sensitize the people (in and around vicinity of the school) of the illeffects of crackers; by way of shouting out the slogans for Green
Diwali.
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UNITY IN DIVERSITY

The students dwelled in the tides of nationalism and pride for their
country by making posters and bookmarks on the topic “Unity in
Diversity”.
COMMUNAL HARMONY CAMPAIGN WEEK

The school, in collaboration with “National Foundation for Communal
harmony”, observed the Communal Harmony Campaign Week 2019
from 19th November to 25th November 2019. The school hosted 22
students alongwith their escorts from various Indian states. These
students participated in various events like Microsoft workshop,
Haiku, Art of living and Art &Craft. They also visited various famous
places and monuments of Delhi.
The whole programme ended with a Valedictory ceremony.
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WITNESSING THE LAUNCH OF CHANDRAYAN 2.

ASNites are proud to have got the opportunity to view the live launch
of Chandrayan 2 at Sriharikota. India is known for its exemplary
contributions to the World in various fields like science, literature,
medicine, astronomy, mathematics, etc. With the successful launch of
Chandrayan-2 this year, we, once again, proved our mettle to the
world.
Let us all pledge to make our country 'Vishwa Guru' again.
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WORKSHOP
FIRST AID AND CPR

A workshop pertaining to First Aid and CPR was conducted on the 1st
of July in the school, to train the students about the measures and
treatment in case of medical emergencies.
GLOBAL TIGER’S DAY

A special screening of the movie “Tiger Queen” was organised for the
students to make them aware of the importance of saving these
endangered creatures and their habitat.
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WATER SAVIOR

An informative PowerPoint presentation was shown to the students,
about the scarcity of water prevalent these days; to inculcate a sense
of being “water saviors” for improving the miserable condition of
the society.
RAMAKRISHNA MISSION ASHRAM

The students of the school got the opportunity to attend the “Indus
Quality Foundation” residential camp at Ramakrishna mission
ashram, Dehradun.
The ‘ten-days long programme' proved to be very rejuvenating and
conducive for the students.
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MOTIVATIONAL SESSION

The students recently got the golden opportunity to seek the blessings
of Swami Bodhmayananda Ji (director of Vivekananda institute of
human excellence, Hyderabad and the coordinator of the personality
development project of Shri Rama Krishna Math, Chennai). He,
along with Dr Vivek Modi, had an interactive session with the students
which enhanced the students' knowledge and groomed their
personalities.
PUPPET SHOW ON CLEANLINESS

The school observed a hygiene and cleanliness week in the month of
July in which “puppet show” and “poster making” activities were
held to help children understand the importance of maintaining
hygiene and cleanliness in their surroundings.
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BETI BACHAO; BETI PADHAO

On the occasion of “International Girl Child Day”, self-defense
classes were held in the school by Delhi police department where
more than 500 girls were trained on ‘how to handle dangerous
situations’.
AUTHOR INTERACTION SESSION

ASN literacy club, in association with Scholastic India Pvt. Limited,
organised an interactive session (for classes 5th and 6th) with Ms.
Khyrunissa, a prize-winning author of children’s fiction.
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KOREAN LANGUAGE CLASS

The school, in association with Korean Cultural Centre (India),
conducted a ’20-hours long workshop' to apprise the students of
the bond between the two rich diversified cultures and strengthen
the same too. The students were awarded the certificates of
participation also. It was followed by a proper-active tour of the
Korean Culture Centre (India).
IQF INTER SCHOOL EVENT

The school hosted an “Inter School Street Play And Power Point
Presentation Event 2019” to celebrate more than two decades of
Quality Education in India. Children put up a great show through
brilliantly performed street play and informative Power Point
presentation.
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COMPETITIONS
COMMERCE CONCLAVE

The school organised its fourth Commerce Conclave on 20th August.
The main aim of the event was to give an ideal platform to the students
to showcase their latent talent. The event witnessed active
participation from many schools of Delhi-NCR.

GANDHI-EK SOCH

Various competitions like “Wise Monkeys Speak(role-play)”, “SloganWriting”, “Nukkad Natak (street play)” and “PowerPoint
Presentation” were conducted on the29th of September, to
commemorate Mahatma Gandhi’s preaching.
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OLYMPIADS
Various Olympiads (of different subjects) were held to hone the
thinking and reasoning skills of the students.

OLYMPIADS
ASTRONOMY
OLYMPIAD
STEM OLYMPIAD
INTERNATIONAL
BENCHMARK
TEST FOR
SCIENCE
INTERNATIONAL
BENCHMARK
TEST FOR
ENGLISH
INTERNATIONAL
BENCHMARK
TEST FOR MATHS
NATIONAL
SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD
NATIONAL LEVEL
SCIENCE TALENT
NATIONALCYBER
OLYMPIAD
INTERNATIONAL
FRENCH
LANGUAGE
OLYMPIAD

CONDUCTED BY
ORANGE GLOBAL
OLYMPIAD
ORANGE GLOBAL
OLYMPIAD
AUSTRALIAN
COUNCIL OF
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
AUSTRALIAN
COUNCIL OF
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
AUSTRALIAN
COUNCIL OF
EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH
SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD
FOUNDATION
UNIFIED
COUNCIL
SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD
FOUNDATION
SILVER ZONE
FOUNDATION

CLASSES
I-X
III-VIII
III-X

III-X

III-X

I-XII

I-XII
II-XII

VI-X
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SEARCH
EXAMINATION
INTERNATIONAL
MATHS
OLYMPIAD

SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD
FOUNDATION

I-XII

ZONAL RESULTS
ZONALS RESULT 2019-2020
EVENTS
ENGLISH POETRY

NAME

III

VIII-D

I

VII-B

III

VIII-E

III

VIII-G

I

VIII-D
VIII-E

HINDI DEBATE
HINDI DEBATE

KRITIKA
SHARMA
CHIRANJEEV
SINGH
AHLUWALIA
MANISHKA
CHAWLA
- ANANYA
CHOUDHARY
ARPITSHARMA
KAVYA JOSHI

III

VIII-E
VII-F

PUNJABI POETRY

ANGAD SINGH

II

VIII-E

DRAWING
COMPETITION
HINDI POETRY
HINDI POETRY

HINDI DEBATE

HARSHIT
JOSHI
KAVYA JHA

POSITION CLASS
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PUNJABI POETRY

DIYA VOHRA

II

VII-F

SANSKRIT POETRY

DRON JOG

II

VIII-A

POSTER
COMPETITION
SEMI CLASSICAL

ANKIT GUPTA

I

VII-D

DRON JOG

I

VIII-A

2ND PRIZE

(ZONAL FOLK DANCE)
STUDENT’S NAME

CLASS & SECTION

MANASVI SINGH

VI A

HRISHITA PANDA

VI A

BHAVYA BISHT

VI A

ANANYA GUPTA

VII B

PAKHI BANSAL

VII A

APARNA MENON

VII A

AKRITI

VII D

ANVESHA MANAKTALA

VII D

VAISHNAVI CHOUDHARY

VII D

R. AMRITA VARSHINI

VIII D

ANUSHKA RAJPUT

VIII D
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KRITIKA SHARMA

VIII E

JAHNAVI SATI

IX B

NYASHA MANDI

IX B

RIYA BHANDARI

IX B

VANSHIKA SINHA

IX F

PRERIKA

XI G

DEEPIKA RASTOGI

XI G

URVASHI SHARMA

XI G

VANI PARASHAR

XI G

ZONAL MUSIC GIRLS (DANCE)
ANSHIKA GUPTA

IX B

PARIDHI DOBRIYAL

IX B

PARIDHI SHARMA

IX B

NAMITA JAIN

VII E

KASHVI AHUJA

VII A

DEEVA RATTAN

VII C
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DISHA MONDAL

IX B

UTKARSH

XI D

ZONAL BOYS (DANCE)
SHRI HARI
DEVANSH
KRISHNA
KRISHNA D.
AYUSH T.
SWAROOP
DHRUV

VIII C
VIII E
VIII B
VIII B
VII D
VIII E
VIII G

ACHIEVEMENTS IN MUSIC
• Girls group (inclusive of the girls from middle
and senior wing) got 3rd position in patriotic
singing (group song) at zonal level.
• Dron Jog got 1st position at zonal level in Solo
classical (vocal).
• Dron Jog got 1st position at district level in
Semiclassical solo event.
• In Inter school bhajan competition, senior and
middle wing students got 2nd position.
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DISTRICT RESULTS
DISTRICT LEVEL WINNERS
1ST PRIZE

(ZONAL FOLK DANCE)
The following students bagged 1st Prize at
district level in folk dance competition and
their state level result is awaited.

STUDENT’S NAME

CLASS & SECTION

MANASVI SINGH

VI A

HRISHITA PANDA

VI A

BHAVYA BISHT

VI A

PAKHI BANSAL

VII A

APARNA MENON

VII A

AAKRITI

VII D

ANVESHA MANAKTALA

VII D
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VAISHNAVI CHOUDHARY

VII D

ANUSHKA RAJPUT

VIII D

KRITIKA SHARMA

VIII E

RIYA BHANDARI

IX B

VANSHIKA SINHA

IX F

PRERIKA

XI G

DEEPIKA RASTOGI

XI G

URVASHI SHARMA

XI G

VANI PARASHAR

XI G

ACHIEVEMENTS IN
ARTS
• ON THE 31ST OF OCTOBER, AN INTER SCHOOL DRAWING
COMPETITION WAS HELD AT INDIRA PARYAVARAN
BHAWAN, ZOR BAGH ROAD, DELHI ON THE THEME
“UNITY FOR ENVIRONMENT”. MANY STUDENTS
PARTICIPATED IN THE EVENT AND ISHWIN KUMAR OF
VIII -G GOT THE 2ND PRIZE.
• A INTER SCHOOL PAINTING COMPETITION BY PCRA ON
THE TOPIC “OIL CONSERVATION TOWARDS A HEALTHY
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AND BETTER ENVIRONMENT”. SUPHAL SAMRIDDHI OF
VI-G AND EMIL GEORGE OF VIII-G PARTICIPATED IN
THE JUNIOR AND THE SENIOR CATEGORY
RESPECTIVELY.
• NATIONAL PAINTING COMPETITION ON ENERGY
CONSERVATION WAS HELD ON 25TH OCTOBER 2019. THE
BEST ENTRIES FROM SCHOOL WERE SUPHAL
SAMRIDDHI(VI-G), AYAANA PATHAK(VI-C), AVANI
CHAUHAN(VII-A)AND MEHUL(VII-A).
• IN THE CAMLIN COLOUR CONTEST 2019,THE
FOLLOWING STUDENTS FRON VI-VIII TOOK PART:

NAME

CLASS

SUPHAL SAMRIDHI

VI-G

ARNAV VERMA

VI-F

NAITIK ARORA

VI-F

AARUSHI SINGH

VIII-A

ISHWIN KUMAR

VIII-G

ARYAA BHARDWAJ

VII-A

SAMRIDDHI RAJ

VIII-A
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THE GLOBAL INNOVATIVE SCHOOLAWARD 2019

BITS, PILANI, DUBAI CAMPUS, in association with
PHYZOK, conferred ASN SR. SEC. SCHOOL, MAYUR
VIHAR, PHASE-1, WITH THE GLOBAL INNOVATIVE
SCHOOL AWARD 2019 for creating brand equity.
The school’s Managing Director, MR. RAJIV NAYAN, received
this prestigious award at the award ceremony held at BITS,
PILANI, DUBAI CAMPUS, UAE.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL AWARD

ASN Sr. Sec. school , Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, recently bagged the
‘International school award' for the period 2019-21 for the third
consecutive term. The award highlights the school’s commitment
towards “Internationalism and Global Citizenship” for
successfully engaging the students in various collaborative
projects like ‘Education-a transforming tool’, ‘Make peace; not
war’, ‘Think sustainable; Act responsible’ with International
School Partners in South Korea, Japan and Singapore.
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